She also examined the entire run of the New Orleans Daily Picayune and several other newspapers for the same thirteen years. In addition to fleshing out the mostly dry trial transcripts with ''gossipy details'' (9), the newspapers also summarized the daily reports of the court's recorders, whose own books have been lost. Because court recorders were required to send only more serious offenses to the First District Court, many prostitutes' involvement with the law appear in these reports alone. While Schafer necessarily had to cast her net wide, she is careful to refer to her subjects as women (misbehaving) in public, rather than public women per se.
Regardless of what crime provoked their arrest, most women were quickly released, perhaps after being assessed a minor fine or serving a short period of confinement in the workhouse, sentences that could be imposed by court recorders. Even when prosecutors became involved, many cases never saw the inside of a courtroom. Prosecutors had a variety of reasons for dropping charges. Accusers might withdraw their charges, witnesses might fail to appear (especially if doing so required them to acknowledge that they had been in a house of ill repute), defendants might bribe or threaten their victims, or prosecutors might have insufficient evidence to secure a conviction. Schafer also argues that the women had the support of wealthy and powerful landlords, among them prominent philanthropist John McDonogh, who sought to keep their tenants out of jail and working to pay the rent. Cases that did make it into the courtroom frequently resulted in not-guilty verdicts. In one 1854 case, the defendant was found not guilty of brothel-keeping despite the testimony of several police officers, including the chief of police, against her. Even those who were found guilty often received ''trivial sentences'' (144). Instead of reading these numbers as prosecutors' overwhelming failure to convict offenders, Schafer instead argues that the system was used to tax, rather than seriously punish-let alone eradicate-prostitution. In 1857, city lawmakers came closest to acknowledging this aim when they sought to pass an ordinance that would tax and license prostitution rather than criminalize it; their ordinance, however, was quickly opposed by prostitutes and their landlords and was overturned by the state Supreme Court two years later.
Schafer frequently states that few cases resulted in convictions and many charges were dismissed; an overview of the numbers, even in rough estimates, would have been helpful. Only for brothel-keeping does Schafer enumerate some of the characteristics of those charged and the outcomes of their cases. Between 1846 and 1862, seventy-five prosecu-tions of brothel keepers were initiated: Nineteen involved men, five included men and women charged together, and the remainder charged only women. Almost none made it to trial, although the breakdown of dropped charges and not-guilty verdicts is unclear as Schafer describes the outcomes of each case on a year-by-year basis. For these and the other cases she examines, I would have liked to know what percentage of cases made it to trial, what the outcomes were, and whether there were differences in these depending on the particular crime charged or the defendant's gender or race (or connections to prominent landlords). Schafer's analysis sticks very close to her sources, and at times I wished she had been willing to speculate a little more. Why were some cases dropped but not others? Why did juries tend to find defendants not guilty even when prosecutors had overcome all odds and had sufficient evidence to drag defendants into the courtroom? Why did some convicted defendants get slaps on the wrists while a few others received more substantial punishments?
In addition to chapters that focus on the exploitation of girls, women's motives for engaging in prostitution, and the violence that imbued that work, Schafer devotes one chapter to exploring the interracial aspects of prostitution. What the criminal court records reveal is not only the prevalence of sex between white women and men of color but also the role that some women of color, including enslaved women, played in managing brothels that included white women among their employees. These examples complicate the narrative of racially exogamous sex in antebellum New Orleans, and interracial interactions more generally, that has overwhelmingly focused on sex between white men and women of color. But, while Schafer suggests that it was the toleration of the latter relationships that prevented them from appearing in the criminal courts, it is also true that prosecution of such gender-race couplings was far more likely to appear in the civil courts, especially in cases involving inheritance and other property disputes, a point made forcefully by Peggy Pascoe in her work on anti-miscegenation law.
such as the different ways in which various gender-race pairings were treated. On the whole, however, Schafer has done her fellow historians an admirable service once again with her bibliography of over two hundred cases from the First District Court archive and has brought to life with rich description an understudied era in the long history of New Orleans prostitution.
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Reviewed by Michelle Craig McDonald
The objects people selected, purchased, and used have become an important part of how historians interpret American history, whether in scholarship on metropolitan societies and their emulating colonies, or the relationship between moral economy and political action. This attention to specific goods and the individuals who acquired them, however, is relatively recent. As late as the middle of the twentieth century, consumer studies were largely subsumed within analyses of trade patterns or specific commodity industries. When individuals were considered, they were usually from society's upper classes with the means to acquire quantities and qualities of goods that those below them could envy and only occasionally imitate.
As the three books compared in this essay demonstrate, historians have begun to turn the tide. Each volume examines consumption from a different perspective, but together they span two centuries and cross the
